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David Tbiele

Now to pry into roots, to finger slime,
To stare big-eyed Narcissus, into some spring
Is beneath all adult dignity. I rhyme
To see myself, to set the darkness echoing.
Seamui Hcaney
1966

Letter to the Editor
To the Editors:
Hika should be applauded for including music manuscripts as an integral
pan of its arts & letters format. Although those who cannot read musicmight question its inclusion, it's important to remember that there is a
significant minority of students on campus who can read music. Each
semester, over 20() students enroll in applied lessons and ensembles, and
each of these students arc music readers. There arc also at least thirty faculty
members who arc music literate.
There are other good reasons to include music manuscripts. Music is
beautiful to look at simply as works of art. Although music manuscripts are
an imperfect representation of sound in time, no one questions publishing a
photograph of a sculpture, which is an imperfect representation of form in
three-dimensional space. Reproducing and reducing onto a 5"x7" page a
work that was originally 10'x 12' is yet another imperfect representation.
Poetry and printed dialogue only come to life when read aloud or performed;
so it is with music.
In a perfect world, issues of an arts & letters journal would be released in a
combination of formats: print for stories, recordings for music, poetry, and
dialogue, videotapes for video-art, etc. However, since we live in an imper
fect world, thank you, Hika, for representing the students of Kcnyon's arts
as best you can.
Micha D. Rubcnstcin
Chair and Associate Professor of Music
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Can Anyone Thtnk of Just Cause?

Jennifer Vanderburgh

Peter Delaplane

Poem
We escaped town
and went so far in the night
we tripped over bridges
and rolled out laughing in the empty road

David Hayes

The Mastersingers of Nuremberg
I nudged, I smirked, and I
whispered close in Jessica's ear,
pointing out the old guy
with the long white beard
and the long white hair
who played the violin for the Cleveland Orchestra,
who smiled, winked, and poked at
the violinist next to him
while they played the prelude
to " I'he Mastersingers of Nuremberg"
which Nietzsche describes as
now archaic, now strange, tart, and too young,
capricious, barbarian, and solemn;
Wagner called it "Vorspiel"
which means, literally,
"fore-play."

Writing Stories
Heart beats
head like a hammer;
faithless love dear
now you are new.
Pound clang
memory to history;
clack clack
letters and words.
Whisper no
sweet remembrances
in my ear at night love
it was is you and I no longer.
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Shelly Barnard

Maxine
"\ K AXINE wore a corsage because it was her birthday and she hoped that all
± y Xthe drive-through customers would notice and ask her about it. 1hen,
after each inquiry, she could look down with renewed surprise at the cluster of
pink and white carnations pinned onto her lemon-yellow polyester lapel. Smil
ing shyly, she would reply, "Oh, this\ I found it out on the front porch this
morning next to the paper." Then she'd lean a hit closer to the speaking vent
and admit with a proper mix of pride and modesty, "From an ay-nonymous
admirer —all the card said was 'Happy 49th Birthday, Maxine!
"Shoot, Maxine," ruddy Dick Perkins would chuckle from beneath his
grimy baseball cap. "Ain't you been stuck on the ole 4-9 for a few years in a
row now?" He was such a card!
"Well, Dick," she imagined herself coolly retorting, "they say you're only
as old as you feel. . . . Would you like a receipt for your deposit?
"That's all right," Dick would say with a wink. "I do hope you have
yourself a very pleasant birthday, and I'll be seein' you later. Hed then jerk
the pickup into drive, but turn to her as he rolled away from the bank win
dow. "By the way, you always did look real pretty in yellow."
It made her blush happily just thinking about it as she slouched before the
bathroom mirror and made final adjustments on her powder blue eye
shadow. Of course, she had to look extra nice today. Everybody in Gas City
wo uld be looking at her and talking to her and giving her special attention.
She put her glasses back on, then took a step away from the mirror to
survey the finished product of her daily cosmetic labor. Still not satisfied,
she grabbed a small rake-shaped tool and began flicking it wildly through
curly tufts of strikingly pure white hair. It just wasnt right yet.
"Damn gravity," she mumbled, sweeping up a can of Dippity-Do
hairspray. As she foofed out each piece of hair with the rake in her right
hand, the aerosol can in her left hand attacked it with a lung-clogging
"Shhhhhh"—and there the stubborn hair would freeze at an unnatural angle
from the earth's pull. Every morning presented the challenge of molding her
hair to the heighth and depth that she preferred, but years ol practice had
allowed her to emerge always triumphant. Coughing and waving her hand
in front of her face to shield off the bitter-tasting mist, she escaped from the
bathroom prepared for work.
She sauntered into the kitchen contemplating the breakfast she was going
to eat versus the breakfast she wanted. Against her will, her eyes fixed on
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the pudgy pink felt refrigerator magnet resembling a pig and delicately em
broidered with that inspirational message: "Think thin." This had been a
present from I OPS at the March weigh-in where she registered a whole
twenty pounds lighter than usual, Even though the only reason she'd lost it
was because of that horrible operation, memories of the glorious evening
still made her glow. All the members had whooped and applauded when her
name was called as a recipient of the prestigious Tip-top Toner" certificate,
and scotch-taped right there onto the fridge was a photo of Maxine shaking
the presidents hand. Sticking her tongue out at the grinning pig (see, HE
was glad to be fat!), she opened the refrigerator door and pulled out the
skim milk. While searching for the Special K and saccharin pellets, Maxine
remembered a joke that her friend Francis Trout had told her once during
their traditional Wednesday night supper (chefs salad, skim milk, and a
small hot fudge sundae) at Ivanhoc's cafe.
I heard a good one, Maxine," announced pewter-haired Francis from
across the formica table, but you gotta lean in close so I can whisper it. . . ."
Both women looked around the cafe to make sure no one was eavesdrop
ping; people in Gas City were all the time tuning into other people's personal
business. "All right," Francis continued demurely, "what do skim milk and
making love in a canoe have in common?"
I rancis! blurted Maxine, obligatorily embarrassed to be discussing sex in
public. Naturally intrigued, however, she regained composure, leaned in still
further over their feast, and quietly responded, "I give up, Francis. What do
they have in common?"
"Fucking close to water!" whispered Francis, practically shocking even
herself, and both women hooted with laughter.
It still made Maxine giggle as she stood there alone in the kitchen sipping
the cool, but thin and truly tasteless liquid from a plastic cup. Why should
she force herself to do anything she really didn't enjoy on her birthday?
With defiance she marched over to the spotless sink and overturned the cup.
dumping all the milk down the drain.
She had about an hour to kill before the bank opened. The already
sweltering July morning made the short drive downtown in her pressurecooker of a car seem unbearable. So, instead of the white vinyl shoes she
usually wore with the yellow pantsuit, Maxine slipped on the supportive
sneakers she'd picked up on sale at Sears last week. These felt comfy and
bouncy on her weary feet; she felt certain that walking into town, especially
via the Amish bakery, was going to start her day off right. She found her
floppy handbag in its spot between the couch and the end table, propped its
strap over her shoulder, and headed out into the hot but cheery sunlight.
Passing the car, a seaweed green Duster, on her way down the gravel
driveway, Maxine caught a glimpse of her reflection on its window She
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smiled with a rare approval at her own image which seemed today to embody
summertime: the sunbright pantsuit, topped off with delicate flowers and
foliage of her corsage; the Dusk Rose of her lips; the sky blue eyelids; the
cirrus-cloud softness of her voluminous hair. Feeling elated and rather "at
one" with nature, Maxine lumbered down Third Street and toward town.
The yelps of babies and dogs, Good Morning Amrncas theme song, and the
raspy cooing of an unidentified bird resounded on the residential lane.
For Maxine, life was a lot like a musical —sometimes she just felt a song
coming on. Surely life would be better, she often thought, if it could have
background music, like the movies. She cleared her throat and sang in a soft
voice that sounded like a plucked guitar:
"Down by the old not new but Old Mill Stream not a river but a stream.
Where I first not last but first met you not me but you... And clearly she
pictured Dub standing by the river with his shirt sleeves and pants rolled
way up over slender, tanned limbs. He extended an arm to show off his net
ful of still-flopping fish. Her hair was black and wavy and she gave him a
peck on the cheek. She loved the sinewy curves of his neck.
"With your eyes not ears but eyes so blue not red but blue. Dressed in
ging not a gang but a gingham true not false but true. .. ." Floating up to the
surface of her mind was a collage of images: the children when they were
small and cute and under her control, Dub in his favorite tweed "professor
outfit," the mustard-colored house by the lake on the other side of town.
"And it was then not now but then I knew not old but new. That you
loved not hate but loved me too not one but two. . . ." One night the rump
roast got cold. The gravy coagulated. She found herself shamefully explain
ing it to others: "Two days and one million tears later that rat found the guts
to call."
"You were sixteen not seventeen my village queen not a king but a queen.
Down by the Old—"
"Yoo-hoo, Maxine!" called Alberta, a fellow teller at Gas City National,
from an Oldsmobile. "Your car dead in this heat?"
Maxine had to cram the memories into a suitcase, then jump on the thing
to get it 7.ipped up and tossed once again into a shadowy corner of her mind.
She walked over and poked her head into the airy interior of Alberta's car.
"It's okay," explained Maxine. "Just thought it might be a nice morning for
a walk to Yoder's before work."
"Yoder's, Maxine!" tisked Alberta, shaking her head. "And what will the
ladies at TOPS say about that? Get into this car right now!"
It was probably for the best that she had run into someone to steer her
away from both the memories and the pastries. Maxine consented to Alberta's
demand and gave the door a good solid slam. Alberta heaved the massive
mobile to Main Street, where she took a left and then a sharp right. They
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dropped anchor in a modest parking lot; before them stood a white clap
board house with black shutters. A little boy perched on the porch step pulled
apart two steaming globs of blueberry muffin and crammed one into his
purple-smeared mouth. Alberta and Maxinc turned to each other with
squinty-eyed, surreptitious glances and raised eyebrows. Then they scrambled
out of the car and into the bakery before either could change her mind.
Maxinc was sixty-two today and for once she deserved a plunge into forbid
den fruit.
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MEGAN LYNCH
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Sculpture I

Megan Lyncb

M. J. Vandivier

Sunday Drive in
Whitley County, Indiana
My grandmother said:
"I never drove a yellow car
nor ever will again."

12

The Attic
Don't talk nice to me.
I don't want to remember
milk, altar, or cradle.
I want to be blind to all sparks
but ones that die.
Fireflies burn out black
like dying suns.
I like their synapse-gap
of black before they
nuke it up again
like jaundiced flashbulbs.
I like the pause between your thrusts.
I like the death between your breaths.
I like the gap between your teeth.
I have an empty space
some call "womb"
I call "void".
I like it that way.
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Configuration

Hollie Seidel

Jessica Becker

Lois

H

AI.F our time was spent shaping ink blots on the clean white pieces of
paper or in the mulch pile looking for worms and strong-ribbed leaves
that would last at least a week pinned to the cork board by the phone. Once
we rolled the worm in ink and pressed it onto the stiff white paper. It looked
like scuttling claws in the sand. She thought it looked like the sky before
Jesus' ascension.
Quiet days she let me brush her wig, gently as if spinning cotton. I he
special brush made up of hundreds of needles fascinated me: I thought of
her swollen arm and the needle marks that scarred her softness as I brushed
and lifted. The hard wood hurt my palm, caused my eyes to water and burn.
But I'd ask again and again to touch the stiff hair and search for the label in
the back like a birthmark.
Afternoons she'd make cucumber sandwiches on rye bread; sandwiches of
bark and old tooth paste. Chewing them slowly out on the back step, I imag
ined I was eating cat food taken from the tin can in the laundry room. It
was all palatable when I thought of our game of UNO as dessert.
She said I wore a crown; all children of God did. I believed her on nights
when I would sleep in the pink room, all glazy and soft like waking from a
dream about dancing. Days, I would sneak upstairs while she was vacuum
ing, slip into the crisp pink air and put on the veil. The white floppy hat
always looked best with the hanging net to the side like long white hair. In
my pink nightgown I could see I was beautiful. Like the china doll on top of
the cabinet, the Japanese painting in the living room, and the tea pot with
the pink roses, I too was part of the beauty.
I'd bring my red Sunday school folder to her and she would help me learn
my verses. She never made me memorize the words in order, as long as I
knew what they meant. And I would struggle to understand the question
words. Bringing out the crayons, she'd have me circle all the inconsistencies
that I found while her hot hand rubbed my etched forehead. She explained
why God killed all the animals who didn't make it onto Noah s Ark. I didn t
understand God then, but I understood her puppets and her Bible with the
forest green cover.
Christmas she invited me over to recite Luke's account of baby Christ s
birth, memorized carefully at her kitchen table. And I was even invited to
stay for the fondue, my first French word. I stood in the doorway of the liv
ing room in my Christmas dress rambling through the whole account with
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passion. Inserting dramatic pauses at the things she'd defined for me such as
swaddling clothes, tidings and wisemen. My mind kept going back to the
shepherds in the fields. It made me sick to think of their fear and just h <>w
weak a baby born in a barn must really be, God or not. I threw up that
night from the cheese fondue, the fear of the shepherds, and the fierce
redness of her swollen arm.
I was jealous of her. She had prayers published in the paper, she had a big
(amily in places like the Philippines and Vietnam. She stood up in front of
the church and talked about foreign missionaries and purchasing Bibles and
my heart ached to be closer to her. I told her once that she loved God more
than she loved me. Her temper flared, fierce and gentle. The night she called
me over to say goodbye, I wouldn t touch her. She seemed to be floating in
the air, catching in my hair and I knew I couldn't hold her in my arms as I
had when we searched for worms together. She was stronger than the leaves
caught in plastic and stuck to the refrigerator. She was stronger than her
tombstone, yielding slightly to the pressures of gravity and exhaustion. So
far away her attention. I bit my lip to read the stone, "I call you Lord of my
life because that is what I want you to be." I wanted her to fit in my red
folder, squeezed tightly between two big books.

HOLLIE SEIDEL
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Tbf World Is Too Much With Us

Hollie Seidel

A Conversation with
Margaret Atwood
Margaret Atwood is tbe author of more than twenty volumes, including poetry,
fiction, and non-fiction, but is most widely known in tbe U.S. for ber seven novels,
among tbem Surfacing, Bodily Harm, Cat's Eye and, The Handmaid's Tale.
She was born in Ottawa and currently lives in Toronto. Tbe following interview
was held at Kenyon College in Gambier, Ohio on February 1, 1991. Tbe inter
viewers are Bret Benjamin, '91, Julie Emig, '91 and Sben Sbupack, Indiana
University '91.
HIKA

How do you locate your resources?
ATWOOD

I don t think I locate them, I think they locate me. But as with everything
else, it s a question of what you re open to and what you define as a possibi
lity for art. Usually every age has a set of parentheses, and things in the
parentheses are available for an and the things outside the parentheses arc
not . One of the things that innovative artists do is bring material into those
parentheses that has been excluded, opening up those forbidden areas and
saying "yes it is important, what you are thinking while you are in the
kitchen scraping the pots and pans. Once upon a time that was not suffi
ciently elevated to be considered art. You read a novel like Mtddlemarcbtheres a lot of life in that novel. I hen there are whole areas that are just not
there, because they wcren t permissible. So a lot, for instance, of what some
one like James Joyce did was bring these into a literary area that had not
been allowed in before.
Quite recently I published a story in Tbe New Yorker called "Cat" and in it
a woman has an ovarian cyst operation. Often the cysts have little teeth in
them or fingernails or little strands of hair. I hey're quite grotesque things.
And the guy who was editing it in Michigan thought I had made this up
because he had never heard of it before. He thought it was a metaphor. I
said "It's not a metaphor; this happens." There are still things that women
cannot discuss with men. And this is one of them. So unless you've had a
wife or somebody like that or a girlfriend whose had one of these things
you're unlikely to know about it. The thing actually may be a twin of y ours
that has not developed. It has nothing to do with pregnancy. It has nothing
to do with anything that fertilizes. It starts to grow spontaneously. And
18

they think it may be a group of cells; when the egg made its first division
one of the halves started to develop into a twin and then stopped. I hen
sometime later in life you start growing this thing, which has some of the
components, like little bones and things, but not all of them. Anyway, she
puts it in a bottle on her mantelpiece. You should've seen the mail that Tbe
New Yorker got from that.
MIKA

Virginia Woolf in A Room of One's Own says she needs £500 a year and a
room of her own in order to write. But she also says she needs a tradition to
write in. What do you see as your tradition?
ATWOOD

I think women can claim the entire literary tradition. They're not excluded
from that. But naturally enough, they will see it in a somewhat different
way. I don't think they need to say that women can't read Moby Dick
because Moby Dick is for men. I read everything. But I read it from my own
point of view. And one of the most remarkable things about Moby Dick to
me, reading it as a conscious female, is that there are no women in it, except
the landlady at the very beginning and the female whales. And the ocean.
IIIKA

And the ship . . .
ATWOOD

The ship is female up to a point. All ships are female up to a point. That is
not a really specifically female ship. He doesn't really concentrate on that as
much as he concentrates on the female whales and on the ocean.
HIKA

I've read your two children's books and I really liked them. Do you have
any plans to write any more children's books?
ATWOOD

I just wrote one which I did for a series of environmental books. So there
are now three. But it's not really my mode.
HIKA

Sheri gave me your latest novel, Cat's Eye, for Christmas.
ATWOOD

Did it bring back your dreadful childhood? your grisly friends? I got a lot of
mail from that book-a lot of it from women, some of it from men. But the

"9
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women's letters were mostly about their ghastly childhoods, and their dread
ful best friends.
MIKA

The back stabbers . . .?
ATWOOD

Well, the manipulative relationships. The fact is that little girls arrange
hierarchical power differently than the way boys do. Little boys tend to
have a fixed power structure with observable and visible standards for who
has the power: the best in baseball, or the one with the best chemistry set,
or whatever it may be. It's a visible, observable, measurable thing. If you're
the best in baseball, you're the best in baseball, period. No dispute. And so
they tend to settle disputes by physical means. Little girls, on the other
hand, have shifting, unstable power structures. There are no visible criteria
for who gets to be I op. It s not the prettiest necessarily, it's not necessarily
the one with the nicest clothes, the smartest one, the one that's best at
sports-there's nothing you can point to to say why one week Mabel is the
most popular and the next week Mabel has been overthrown ... If women
have a problem with one another, instead of going directly to the one that
they have a problem with; they will go to a third one, they will form a
whispering collusion behind the back. Whereas men tend to be more con
frontational: if I have a problem with you, I settle it with you. (Women) arc
told not to be confrontational and aggressive. So instead you become Mach
iavellian and collusive. Because nobody is allowed their own preferences
and dislikes. Women are almost told that they shouldn't have any negative
feelings: "If you can't say anything nice, don't say anything at ail."
HIKA

It's frightening when you realize how angering that is.
ATWOOD

Well, if you're not supposed to have any negative feelings, you also arc
given no method for handling them. So no modes are supplied for how to
deal with anger.
HIKA

I hat's changing . . .
ATWOOD

Uh huh I'd say it's changing a lot but it's still very much there. You can see
it in the kinds of adjectives that arc applied to anybody who does take a

21
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stand. "She's an ANGRY woman." I mean how often do you hear, "He's an
ANGRY man"?
HIKA

Our generation —and we're 21, 22—thinks that feminism is a bad word.
Have you also perceived that in our generation?
ATWOOD

There's something interesting that happens with all these words. Largely it's
a matter of labeling and putting things in boxes. And as we know every time
there's a movement towards change there is a countermovement against
change. So for instance, "black activist" got to be a bad word in some circles
in a similar type of way. I think when anybody uses the word you really
have to ask them what they mean. Usually they mean something that
doesn't really exist a lot, namely a very powerful, large, boot-wearing, pistolpacking, knife-wielding, big, angry woman, who is going to come in and
sort of step on him. In other words, they take all their negative fears and put
them into that box, and then pretend it exists. So usually, somebody who
thinks feminist is a bad word may answer something like that. However, if
you start from the beginning and ask a few questions using the Socratic
method, for instance, "Do you think women are human beings?" Most
everybody these days would say, "yes." Then you say, "Well, you've just
voted with the liberals of the Classical Greeks" Then you say, "Do you
believe that women have souls?" If they say, "yes,"— "Well, you've just
voted with the early Christians against later patrician fathers who decided
that they do not have souls." Then, "Do you believe that women should
have an education?" If so, you've just voted against the received opinion of
the nineteenth century and for the feminists of that century. "Do you
believe that women should have a vote?" Almost everybody in this country
will say, "yes."—"You just voted with the suffragettes." Down the line. So,
what is feminist? And where does this cut off?
What is the fight now about? Well the fight is probably now about some
thing like, is it possible to be a feminist and like men? Things like that. Or, if
you're a feminist, does that mean you want to kick all men off a cliff? Snip
off their weenies or something? It usually comes down to some fear like
that, that what feminists want to do is castrate men or obliterate them.
Then you have to deal with those fears, to address those fears.
HIKA

Do you think that a lot of the castration anxiety of today has roots as far
back as Sophocles then?

HIKA

\T>
Brian Granger
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ATWOOD

Oh, I think it has roots as far back as human self-awareness. If you've got
SO 111ething that can come off, you're going to be anxious about it. Some
thing that can come off and is so unpredictable. You know, I think the
difficulty that men have with their bodies is that these things are not con
trollable. It's not completely under the sway of their will, and not only that,
it's very visible. So that women can "fake it"—in a word. Men can't. And
that's a problem for women in another area. But with men, not only have
they always had to pee standing up, they have always had to do it in the
company of other men. And therefore you get comparisons. Its only very
recently that women for instance would change their clothes in the presence
of other women. For a long long time the only body women ever saw was
their own. Whereas men always saw other men's bodies—all this shower
stuff in the high school locker room, towel snapping and all this kind of
stuff. There never was a time when that didn't happen. So that men have
always been confronted with other men's bodies, they've always been con
fronted with comparisons, and they've always had anxieties. Men have
always had something detachable. And if you had that youd be anxious
too. So there's no point telling them they shouldnt be anxious about it. Its
built in.
HIKA

I'd like to ask you a couple of questions about the issue of violence.
ATWOOD

Why does violence happen? Because it can. Or another reason: because it
usually has in the childhood of the person doing it.
HIKA

When did you start thinking about the issue of violence?
ATWOOD

You grow up thinking about the issue of violence, because your mommie
says to you, "Don't go down there. 1 want you home at 5:30. We were all
told about "bad men." Little boys as well as little girls. "Don t go down there.
1 want to know where you are." It's very hard to find a child who was never
told anything like that. The difference between boys and girls is that the
boys were told not to go "down there" and they usually did, because they
wanted to see what it was. Girls usually didn't go "down there if they were
told not to. Or "out there" or "in there" or "over to that side of the street or
wherever the bad place may have been. There was always a bad place. So I
don't think we're talking just about violence against women; were talking
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about violence against weaker persons, which includes all children. And the
incidence of child abuse done to little boys is much higher than people first
thought. One of the reasons why they made that miscalculation is that boys
report a lot less than girls as adults.
HIKA

How has your writing about violence changed over the last years?
ATWOOD

I think it's become more direct.
HIKA

Do you still consider it a primary thematic focus of yours?
ATWOOD

Well, it doesnt mean that I have to put it in everything I write. But it is all
around us. It seems to be one of the things about human societies-that
they all resort to violence of one kind or another against somebody or
another. Its not always against children; some societies are very permissive
and kind to children, but they may have ritual warfare with another tribe.
I here are all kinds of different ways of codifying and viewing violence. But
show me a place where it never exists. Probably the lowest incidences of it
would be among nomadic societies who need all their energy to hunt and
gather, who are not organized into tribes and therefore don't conduct warfare.
IIIKA

So thinking about other thematic focuses in your work, can you say that
there's one that you're particularly interested in now?
ATWOOD

I don't think in terms of themes. I think in terms of characters and stories.
Others can then look at the characters and stories and see if they can
discover themes in what's been drawn. If I started thinking that way I
wouldn't write anymore.
HIKA

I have a question about your characters then. I know that you're often
equated with your characters—your personal life.
ATWOOD

Yes. It happens to every writer. It's very difficult to have it not happen
because that is the way people think if they are not very sophisticated about
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literature, which most people arc not. And also, if they really enjoyed some
thing of yours they want desperately to believe that this really happened.
And who better to have it really happen to than you. Because you wrote it.
I only had one person tell me that Tbe Handmaid's Tale must have been
autobiographical. But anything else —you know, they say arc you anorctic?
were you ever fat? is your father still alive?—all these questions that come
out of the writing.
IIIKA

Yes, I've seen a lot of people make that mistake of equating you with your
characters. So to what extent arc you separate from them?
ATWOOD

Of course. If I weren't I'd have to be a multiple personality schizophrenic,
because I could not have lived all those lives.
HIKA

But how much do you draw on personal experiences to create your
characters?
ATWOOD

Oh all the time. But what is a personal experience? I his is a personal cxpcrience. I'm having a personal experience with you right now. Anything I read
becomes a personal experience. Anything I hear on the radio, anything I see
on television. Anything that goes through my head is a personal experience.
But it's personal only to the extent that you make it personal. I here arc all
kinds of things I hear every day that I just forget, same as you. Other things
I remember and find of significance, just like anybody else. So its the things
I remember and find of significance that are really the personal experiences.
And the other personal experiences are things I invent. Because I am involved
in inventing. I give energy to inventing. Therefore they are personal experi
ences. But what do we mean by personal experience? Personal experience is
everything that happens to you. People like to think theres a cutoff point,
that there's you and then there's the rest of the world. 1 hats not the way it
is. You are a part of the rest of the world and the rest of the world is a part
of you. People who say "personal experience" arc the ones who think you
exist in a box, that you have a private life and then there s everybody else
doing what they do, out there. lake doing the war in the Gulf. I hats not
part of your private life. Well it is, because you hear about it all the time. It
becomes part of your private life, it becomes part of your unconscious life, it
becomes part of your dream life.
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You're a very public figure obviously,—
ATWOOD

No I'm not.
HIKA

Well, you as a name at least ATWOOD

— Well, that's different—
HIKA

are a public figure, in that people know who you are even if they don't
know you personally. Your name has power behind it as an author, as
someone who creates these things. As a writer, then, to whom do you feel
most responsible?
ATWOOD

The author has a responsibility to the work.
HIKA

To the work, not to the reader?
ATWOOD

Yes. If you fulfill your responsibility to your work, the responsibility to the
reader will be automatically fulfilled. The reader has a responsibility, too.
And that is to learn how to read, properly. So that they aren't reading in a
whole bunch of stuff that isn't there, or excluding a bunch of stuff that is
there. But your primary responsibility is to the work. However, from what
I've said about personal experience, youll realize that that can encompass
anything It can encompass, for instance, factual accuracy, or it can encom
pass attitude. But when you're writing, the focus is on the work. You're not
sitting there saying, "well, what will Aunt Thelma think of this?" or "What
about my image?"
HIKA

You're not trying to shape reader attitudes?
ATWOOD

Well no, that becomes dictatorial, that becomes manipulative. You are not
trying to manipulate the reader. You are trying to write the story and get it
right.

MARGARET ATWOOD
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I once knew a guy who wanted to believe that all the bad things in my
books . . . came from some yet-to-be-revealed episode in my childhood.
And I once said to him, "Look around you! Dickens is my model. He used
to walk up and down the streets of London recording, noticing, looking at
all this stuff." And the guy said, "Oh, but Dickens was such an optimist!"
And I said, "Have you read Dickens?" He wanted Dickens to have stopped
with the early Pickwick Papers There is amazing awful and horrible stuff in
Dickens, all of which he wrote down from what he observed. He started as
a reporter. So we have this argument about how much is inner and how
much is "outer." Quite a lot of people saying, "Oh well you must be a pretty
depressed person if you put this stuff in your books." And 1 say actually I'm
not. I'm sort of this disgusting, sunny optimist. But I read the papers.
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David Thiele

The Persistence of Erotica
Now is just after supper and dark
and my fingers are stiff in the cold,
But I glow like a potbelly stove
and answer you with this letter:
Dear Ex,
Today it was so hot and still
that I drove along to the trestle
and found it so long abandoned as
to be people with dead soldiers
and their tall picnic brides
down in their faded paper jackets
scattered from sixpacks and bags
to burrow in the tar and creosote
that stuck to my thighs and palms
while my face baked into paper
and the river below matter-of-fact past:
The wind-leveled and water-tapered island
whose branch bridge has been flooded away
to let the gray clay dust settle and eddy
on the wrenched-up roots
the rifle shells
and the ruptured old barrels of crude,
And everything was every bit as warm as the piss
that never did fall while you watched from the side,
(you brewed some black magic in that blackberry wine
which we knew would make a better story than drink,
poised bowlsidc and reverent as the Elect and Firstlady
at the golden-photo-moment of the solemn swearing-in —
And did I mention my new antique collection?)
30

. . . Or just the way I remembered today and
my television lovewords and unlovewords for you
blew like bottles on a low low fire—
(soft-caught bombs, unsprung secrets) glazing me inside and raising my eyes to
the shapes beneath your frayed label and
the griddle heat of your iron pyre,
stretched into the weeds across the water —
And did I mention my new antique collection?
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Michael Rutter

Salmon Red
1 would say the sky would have to he a salmon red
touched with grey blue
it just has this certain look
pressed hard against glass his nose imprinted in icy white fog
The grass would have to be held low, as if being pushed
its greeness turning to a brown-grey ness
it just has this certain feel
hands now upon glass, huge cat prints with interlaced wires
I he wind, yes the wind, of course would have to be cold
not a red cheek coldness nor a blue toe freeze
it just has this certain sting
breath upon the translucive, a splash of silver mist uncut
The clouds would have to be not of cotton balls
rather ones of stretched lace, yet not too docile
it just has this certain texture
mind in the wind as well as hair, heart in a vacant pocket
I guess I have nothing else to say
except the scientists say ten percent
and of course, that's out of a hundred
it did snow
it was not a salmon sky, nor a huddled grass, nor
even laced clouds
it was not even ten percent
eyes upon glass . . . glass upon eyes
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Julie Emig

Code W
Here the wedding pictures cut against the table;
Her dress, it jerks and foams and expands into a
Great white lung that pumps me blue and angry.
All conversation wedges between flat-lined
Photos and memory. Her story winds tighter,
Tighter: in this version, her benevolent
Mother delivered soul-milk to douse apple fire,
Drew our baked hearts in halves.
I remember the throaty gong of church bells,
Dumfounded weave that dashed us apart. She flew
Arrow-straight, her mother's bow cocked. I
Fell, queer bird, to rise with grains of rice,
Gobbled to leathery pulp; she wore white! White!
Dove who could neither spin nor soar, wanting none
But this kitchen, this floor, her screw-top neck.
She swallows herself. I forget I touched her lips.
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Navigating
Mussels taste best when
steamed alive, life
verified by slaps across
formica. Fresh shellfish
cramp up, baby's blue fist
popping until salt water
steam relaxes, until
butterscotch meat is boiled.
Navy crusts glisten with wet.
Mouths overturn like bedshects.
After four years, a bit of skin
still connects the shell-halves,
turtledoves, lullaby of fork and
knife. Back to back, we cannot
work our lips around and tarry,
absurd rhythm, toothsome jig.
Wash on, wash on, velvet crook
and nook. Your cat sleeps
comfortably in my suitcase.
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Kimberly Thompson

Mornings
A 1
y°u know, I didn't expect it and I'd be standing there, my
/"Vhands all slimy with mayonnaise from fixing a tub of chicken salad for
the day, when this churning feeling would start up in the pit of my gut. But
it was so nice and still there in the empty snack shop, and when I drove
around the smooth winding path into the golf course before the sun came
up each morning a sheet of fog was just rising with the heat from the greens
all around and nothing seemed quite real. So I'd tell myself I was just
hungry, or tired, or a little hung over or something, but pretty soon there
Id be, crouched on the stone floor of the employee bathroom smearing
mayonnaise fingers through my hair to hold it back while I gagged and gagged
until my throat went raw and ragged and I had to press my eyelids into the
cold porcelain before I felt okay.
I open up the clubhouse, first one here mornings except the mowers, who
are only dim shapes out there between sandtraps in the green distance. I put
my old VW out back by the dumpsters near the kitchen door. Around
eight, Geneva, my supervisor, pulls up the drive in her rusty Oldsmobile.
She parks beside me. Sparky, the pro, steers his Jag into the first space of the
main lot just before the earliest tee times at nine. The caddies and pro shop
assistants follow Spark, then Susan appears, and by noon the sun is high and
hot and the course packed.
What I do, mornings when I'm alone, is to sort of pretend like the place is
mine. You know, like the crcam-and-mauve china is a pattern I picked and
the shiny tomatoes and chicken salad are for a lunch party I'm planning and
I have to vacuum the plush foyer of the club and start the bacon before my
husband and children wake up. I know it sounds silly, but nothing works
quite right in the dark corner kitchen at my place and the tile is ground with
dirt no matter how hard you scrub and being there for very long makes you
feel so tired.
Its like the feeling when I first get my check on a Friday afternoon, before
its cashed or anything, before the brakes go bad or groceries go up, every
thing balances in my head; all the bills get paid, with some left over. The
same way, it didn't bother me too much getting sick when it was all clean
and organized there with the bacon bubbling in neat rows on the silver grill
and I had things to do.
Sometimes people are very eager to get started because the course is
nationally ranked and all and they'll show up way early. Like a few days
40

ago, a Mercedes comes racing up the drive around 7:30 and out jumps this
little guv in a beige polo shirt and cap. He shoulders his clubs and just stands
there looking around the empty parking lot. Then he starts walking very
slowly towards the clubhouse, craning his long neck out to stare at the cart
barn and the first tee, his pants flapping around skinny legs. Finally, he spots
me in the window. I wave, and he hurries in.
"Morning. Come on in," I greet him just like company.
"How are you?" he nods and flips off his cap, smooths his thin dishwater
hair, and climbs up on the stool nearest the double doors. "Looks like I m a
little early."
He's sort of embarrassed, I can tell. So what 1 do is give him some coffee
in one of the mauve cups. "On the house," 1 say. He just laughs a little under
his breath, turning up the corners of his mouth and looking into my face
like he didn't notice me before.
"Thank you very much," he nods. I'm standing right there so he starts
explaining how he's from out of town and overestimated the drive and how
he's supposed to meet the rest of his foursome, all of which I could have told
you.
"It's all right," I say, "you're welcome to stay here and wait with me. My
name's Dee."
"John Adams," his voice deepens and he holds his bony shoulders back a
bit.
So we talk some about how the season is going, what his handicap is
down around, and the weather, which is very important on a golf course. 1
can actually kid around for quite a while about the game, or even talk
strategy, but I don't play. I've been around golfers ever since I started in
March, and I know a lot more than Geneva, for example, who doesnt pay
much attention.
"It should be a perfect day for it," 1 assure him. The front windows of the
shop look right onto the practice green so we can see out to make predic
tions. "Playing for business or pleasure today?" I ask.
He gives me that silent chuckle again which kind of shakes his caved-in
chest. "A little of both." That's what they always say. "I m an attorney, he
explains, "and I'm working on an important case
"Ohh. Good luck, then," I say, as if this were news. So he drinks his coffee
and I'm thinking, this guy's a lawyer, right? Maybe 1 could try out one of
my ideas on him. "I was wondering if I could get your opinion, I begin, and
his foggy eyes meet mine over the coffee cup, "on this question I ve been
thinking about. What do you think of marriage, you know, as a legal insti
tution? I mean, do you find it's really an emotional thing or basically a mat
ter of convenience? It seems to me, when you look at the facts, that unless
you're set, you know, financially and all, it's probably not going to work
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out." I realize it's kind of early to lay a question like that on someone, but I
really wanted to know what he thought.
He's quiet for a minute, like he's considering, then he wrinkles his face up
a little and asks me, "Are you a student?"
"No. I just work here."
"Oh. So you get a lot of play in?"
"No, I don't play either. I just work here."
"Well, I don't know what to tell you. I'm in corporate law, not family
practice. Of course, my wife and 1 have been married for twenty-five years.
We have a nice home, two kids. I guess you could say marriage has been
good to me. At any rate, you're much too young to be worrying about this,
don't you think?"
"You're probably right."
Then he starts looking at his watch and over his shoulder out into the
parking lot, so I thank him for the advice and go back to check on the
bacon. I see him with his buddies later. They come in for lunch on the turn
and he looks right past me while he pays the bill.
By now, I can tell that it's coming, sometimes two or three times a morn
ing. I.ikc I said, Geneva, my supervisor, clocks in around 8:00. So what 1 do
is volunteer to go over and clean the locker rooms where 1 can be alone. She
likes that because before Spark was always on her back to get it done, and
she needs to stick around to empty the ashtray and pour about a hundred
cups of free coffee for her lover Ray, who hangs out at the counter forever.
She says, "I can tell Dec docs an extra good job in the locker rooms
because it takes her a good long time." Really, I throw up over there and
then stretch out on the thick carpet in front of the lockers where I imagine
the golfers joke around with the white club-logo towels pulled around their
paunches after the scores are in and the bets have been paid It's bright and
quiet there and easy to think. But Idon't get too upset or anything. I just try
to sort out my brain while I'm hanging out fresh towels and all.
Yesterday, when I get back over to the snack shop, Geneva's high heels
are clicking all around happily while she's making a fresh pot of coffee. All
the while she keeps beaming over her shoulder at Ray, who slumps at the
counter end smoking like a block of grainy, cold, coffee-colored cement.
He's about as out of place as a frog in this soft mauve and grey room, perched
on the stool with his long limbs jutting out everywhere.
"Oh Dee," Geneva practically shouts to announce my entrance to Ray.
She gives me this huge smile which reveals orangey lipstick on her long
square teeth Her lips have a way of quivering slightly when she's talking to
you.
"Hey," I say, talking right over Ray's frazzled grey head. "What's new?"
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Geneva rushes over, clicking and waving her cigarette. She makes me ner
vous. C ome look at what Ray just gave to me." She leans forward from the
waist so that a big silvery heart charm on a chain swings away from her
blouse and sags back into the fold of her stomach when she straightens.
Oh, Geneva its so pretty, I try, listening to my voice rise and peering
down into her tiny, fleshy chest. Her hair used to be fairly grey and limp,
but since Ray came along shes had it permed and colored a glossy brown.
She flashes the smile over to Ray, who shifts uncomfortably in its radiance.
What can 1 say? They're old enough to be my grandparents, easy. I retreat
to the kitchen.
Susan helps out with the lunch rush so while she's here Geneva and Ray
take off. I'm not sure where they go; 1 figure it's none of my business. First
thing yesterday, Susan wants to gossip about the two of them. The guys in
the pro shop practically watch the whole affair through the big curved win
dow like a soap opera, and Susan's over there a lot flirting, so she knows.
Personally, I think it's equally hysterical the way Sparky kisses up to Susan
to get in with her Mom, but that's another story.
I check out what Sue's wearing while she starts in. She has so many pretty
clothes. Yesterday she wore that swingy skirt 1 like and her thick black hair
tied back with a scarf. She's really classy and she always looks like she could
be one of the members' wives or daughters instead of a waitress. She's just
about the only other young person around here to talk to, so I'm happy to
see her.
"Jason, one of the guys in the pro shop, knows some people who go to
Ray's church," she's saying, "They told him he's there every Sunday in the
front pew with his fat wife and kids."
"1 just wish they'd try to keep it to themselves. At least that way they
wouldn't get laughed at," I say.
"I also found out she's been through three divorces. She got married for
the first time when she was eighteen."
"She probably had to, Sue. Her oldest son's what, at least thirty."
"God, she has absolutely no shame. Can you imagine doing it with Ray?"
She squishes up her lips, "I'd be afraid of killing him in the process."
"I wonder what he does for a living? He must have a job or something if
he's got kids."
"I don't know. God, it's too disgusting to think of them driving off in her
old junker all hot to get under an old balled-up bedspread in a motel room
somewhere. Gross I can't even think about it."
"Customer," I cut her off because I see four pretty young guys in shorts
and visors, coming in.
Sue takes them. They all want beer and sandwiches. She jokes around
with them getting their order and all. She makes pretty good tips.

K1MBERI.Y THOMPSON
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Sometimes I do too, if I go out of my way. But if you don't remind them
you're there byt smiling or kidding around or anything, they think it's just a
golf course snack bar, and they stiff you without a second thought.
So these guys all dive into the beer and then get down to business adding
up scores on the little green card. Sometimes I don't understand the game
too well. It's kind of pointless, if you ask me, these rich guys driving all the
way out here to go around and around eighteen holes just to pencil some
numbers on a piece of paper. But they think they're really winning some
thing, or at least trying to; I know from talking to them.
1 go back to help Susan with the sandwiches. I want to ask her something.
"Sue," I say, "what are you studying at college?"
"Undecided. That's the biggest major on campus. Why?"
"Well, I wanted to ask you what you think about abortion. I mean, do
you think Geneva should've had one when she was eighteen to avoid get
ting married?"
"Absolutely. We talk about this at school a lot. No woman should ever
have a baby she doesn't really want. It's too easy to get trapped into a posi
tion you don't belong in. Every woman should have the option of keeping
her freedom, is the way I look at it. Dee? Is everything all right3
"Oh yeah, I was just wondering about Geneva "
The phone rings right then. It's Spark. "Oh, hi Dee," he says, and then
orders in detail, like I'm about eight years old, the same thing he does every
day. "Hey," he remembers, "is Susan over there? I need to see her."
This morning started out crummy. It's raining like crazy outside, for one
thing. Only the diehards will show, I think as I'm driving to work. I feel so
awful, I wouldn't even care if the whole place were mine today, hot tub and
all. I think, why should I clean up after the slobs in my condition? I wonder,
if they knew how my stomach twists and aches in the mornings, would they
still expect me to wipe up the yellow drops spattered on the wall behind the
urinals? Probably.
I get pretty scared for a second while I'm sick and I have to close my eyes
tight against the soft carpet threads and think for a long time before I feel
like getting up. It's so close and peaceful in the locker room with the whirr
ing of the air conditioner going and I have a chance to put things together.
Sixty dollars is what it costs for eighteen holes here, one shower. I think
life membership is up around a hundred grand. I wish I had a system like the
guys who come in and ask for the bar tab to be added together in the food
space on their credit card receipts. One doctor's appointment runs around
thirty-five. As it is, after rent and gas, 1 can't afford many of those. I m in no
position for this. No position. And what Susan said yesterday —1 can tell
now that I'm alone here in a quiet place and that I'm not too comfortable
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with that. For one thing, it's probably pretty expensive. I certainly don't
have that kind of money. Not that kind of money. It occurs to me that I'm
not alone at all.
When I head back over to the snack shop, the rain's so hard and sharp
against the glass Geneva and Ray don't hear me come in. I'm weak from be
ing sick so I don't mind leaning on the doorframe for a second to watch.
What they're doing is kissing over the counter Right over Ray's dirty coffee
cup and the ashtray and everything. Ray's skinny elbows are pointed behind
his back as he leans over. Geneva's so short she has to stretch on the tips of
her pointy toes to reach his lips. She sort of grips his brown neck to anchor
herself there. The thing is, it doesn't look gross at all. In fact, it looks kind of
nice, with the storm blowing outside and all.
They stay like that for a minute, with their dry lips pressed into each
other, and then I feel like I want to talk with them, so I bang the vacuum
hose I'm carrying around a little. Of course, she's very embarrassed and
flustered and she starts skittering over to me.
"Oh Dee. Isn't it rotten out there," she croaks, but all the time she's wear
ing this huge smile, and I notice how she seems really happy, through and
through.
So I smile back at her. "Hey Geneva. It sure is."
Ray drags himself off the stool and comes over to stand and look out the
window with us, shoving his hands deep in his pockets. "God," I say, "It's
really coming down."
"Look at the dip in the road." Geneva points. There's a lake about fifteen
feet across blocking the parking lot.
"I bet that's too deep to cross."
Geneva nods, "Spark already tried. We're stuck."
This news does not seem to bother them. They're staring at each other. I
sit down and watch the rain for a minute. It's kind of mesmerizing, the plop
ping rhythm on the glass. I start to get that whirling feeling again. I imagine
being stuck all night with those two.
"Did anyone show for a tee time?" I sigh
"Not a soul."
The nausea gets worse. I put my head down to my knees for a second to
try and stop the waves. The rain slaps against the glass in rolling gusts.
"Geneva, I've got to get out of here," I whine, raising my head. "Right
now. I'm sick. I need to go home. My home."
"Are you okay, honey? Arc you sure you can't wait until this storm blows
over?"
"It's pretty bad." I jump up automatically and run for the bathroom.
When I get back they're waiting for me, feeling sorry for me.

KIMBERLY THOMPSON
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"I'm going to take you as far as the road." She steps over and covers my
forehead with her dry palm. "You call someone to pick you up there."
I nod. Someone. Well, I figure, I have to talk to him sooner or later. So 1
give him a call. He's working third shift so 1 know he's home asleep during
the day. While I'm on the phone, Geneva pulls her car around front. It's a
good thing she parked out back.
We try navigating the lake on the main drive but it must be a foot deep.
She's really too short to drive that boat of a car. She has to kind of boost
herself up over the dashboard to gauge the water. As we back out, Geneva
holds the break with her toe and turns to me, "You really need to get home,
don't you hon? You look green."
"I really do."
"Okay, well just try the cart path through the front nine"
Sparky would die. That tank of a car across his lawn. But I feel too bad to
care, and there'll be plenty of damage for maintenance to repair after the
storm.

The course is drenched with muddy water. Spreading fingers of wet sand
slide out of the traps. Apparently, the drainage system can't work fast
enough and puddles gather over every rise of land. We can barely follow the
paved cart path through the windshield, the rain's falling so fast. Its like
Geneva and I are in a submarine.
Just over the incline on the fourth fairway we lose track of where the path
ends and the grass begins. Further ahead, it's submerged entirely. Gen eva
laughs nervously and edges the wheels down into the swamp. Were okay
for a stretch, but then the front wheel sinks suddenly under us. Geneva is
disappointed; I am too.
"Honey, this is it. I can't go any farther. Spark would kill me it I put tracks
in the grass. Why don't you come on back? You can lie down in the locker
room." The skin on her hand feels loose and powdery as she pats my arm.
But I can see the road across the grass ahead, can see the pickup truck
pulled along the curve waiting for me and 1 feel worse than ever. I ve gotta
go, Geneva." I feel like I'm going to vomit just opening my mouth. Ill call
you. I'm pretty sick."
"Are you sure?"
"Yeah, I'm sure. Just let me get my jeans rolled up."
"Okay, Dee," she says, kind of giving my elbow a push. You can make it.
Be careful."
I tell her thanks, duck out into the rain, and sink my ankles into the cold
marshy grass. I can just feel the edge of the path rising from the mud with
my toe. I wave my shoes to Geneva. She's just sitting there watching me
behind the wheel with this very encouraging kind of smile on her face, so I
turn and head towards the road.
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Michael Hallenbeck

Warehouse
Dawn gathers grains,
grinds light from night
and stamps a rippling sheet
of steam from moist asphalt.
Chain-link sifts
mist, slices headlights
of heavy hissing trucks,
pregnant steel behemoths
moving earth to earth:
sand, concrete, brick.
Forklifts pluck pallets
from metal maws and stack
the layers of the earth again,
profit ground from ground.

5<>

The sulphur spring in Delaware, Ohio
Earth cracked open here
like a rotten egg, belched foam
and spat a stench from its gullet, a stench
that rode the winds and drew the sick
from the four corners, to loll in its lather
and get sicker, and pay cash.
Stone steps cup the pool
where healing bubbles once brewed.
Mosquitos come more than anyone.
Visiting the sulphur spring
brings to mind some messiah
who lost his way and ended up drinking
at the bars across town, and forgot to come.
It stinks like pure hell here.
How now, Sulphur Town?
Chafed under railroad tracks,
mauled by passing semi trucks,
you watch from Burger King windows
and notice lunch break is over
as the asphalt of this town cracks in two
and we all sink to stink forever.
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Elizabeth Lamberti

Fan Mail
-to Robert Hass
Twice I saw you:
Front row, side row;
rooted and swallowing raw skin,
sand sponged into my limbs,
lips splitting as they unwrinkled.
I am just writing to ask if,
by chance, you remember me and if
you know that your sneakers
arc casually endearing.
And to say that I would offer up any
"intricate calcium gift" to you . . ,
if I could untangle the
tentacles of your verse.
Sitting in this kitchen, I am wondering—
who taught you how to
simmer vegetables, and how to
lay table food so artfully —
as my words scuttle,
dry as beetles,
beating out dust
in the corner.
And do you know that
blackberry juice sustained me for
two years alone? It settled
differently each time I —
(giving him thanks and a green,
creaseless hook, as it were)
took from the cup: more gritty,
more cheek-curling, bruising
my throat as I forced it down.
I trampled the violet sacs and
drank them again.
Had you known, you would have
stopped writing by now.
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The click of your tongue,
"snapping beans,"
thirsting for tangerines —
and my mouth cage dry.
Have you tasted the licorice buds of
wild fennel in your pores?
How comforting that it was you
the color rose over when we met.
You are a warbled child, still
idling in your pockets.
Once here on the red dirt cliff
I was comparing the
backsides of your books
(I have them all as proof, you see)
plucking sprouts of your hair and
planting them back into a thatched
beard. And when I looked up,
I saw what I needed:
So, I want to know
if you could please, sir,
help me to lift the
sagging-wet shadow of a tree
out of the river and lay it
limp across my forehead?
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Ken Talley

Hika wishes to announce the following
prize winners for this issue:

The Denham Sutcliflf Prize
for non-fiction prose
not awarded
The Edgar Collings Bogardus Prize
for poetry

Julie Emig
and
Elizabeth Lamberti
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for short fiction
Kimberly Thompson
The John C. Neff Prize
for drama

not awarded
The Rahming Prize
for art
Jennifer Vanderburgh

The Edward Collings Bogardus Prize was judged by Timothy
Baker Shutt. All other prizes were judged by Bret Benjamin and
Julie Emig.
Co-cditors: Julie Emig and Bret Benjamin
Staff:
Brian Granger
Brad Hcrsh
David Hayes
Kate Larson
Michael Rutter
Jessica Tctcrs
Jcffifer Walden
Photocomposcd by D. L. Rice and Associates.
Printed and hound by Printing Arts Press, Mount Vernon, Ohio.
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For Bret:
"Outside of a dog a book is a man's best friend.
Inside of a dog it's much too dark to read."
Groucbo Marx
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